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ABSTRACT 

Generally, user firstly registers himself to avail the services of network. As it is not easy to recall these 

different passwords and identities. To overcome this obstacle many multi-server architecture security 

schemes have been presented. Lately, Sood et al. introduced an improved multi-server scheme. However, we 

analyze that Sood et al.’s protocol does not provide shield against several security attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The development in E-commerce and internet technology is rapidly increasing; internet provides 

many services such as distributed medical system, online games and online shopping etc., that makes 

our lives convenient. In this case, authorize the identity of a remote user is a key challenge before he 

can take the services. Li et al. [1] in 2001 presented an authentication protocol using neural networks. 

Li et al.’s [1] protocol utilize more resources and there is a large memory required for storing the 

public credentials for authentication. To resolve the aforementioned flaws in Li et al.’s [1] scheme, 

Juang [2] in 2004, present a hash function and symmetric key based authenticated scheme. Tsaur et 

al. [3] in 2004 present a multi-server security protocol that is based on RSA cryptosystem, their 

protocol also required high computation and communication cost. 

  Static identity is used in all the aforementioned authentication schemes; so, a malicious user can 

easily trace the identity of legitimate client. Liao and Wang [4] in 2009 introduced a dynamic identity 

based scheme for the architecture of multi- server. They affirm that their protocol provides security 

against major attacks. However, Hsiang and Shih [5] in 2009 analyzed Wang and Liao’s [4] scheme 

and highlighted that their scheme does not provide security against spoofing attack, mutual 

authentication, privileged insider attack and masquerade attack. Hence, Hsiang and Shih [5] 

introduced an enhanced and efficient scheme that provides additional security features. Lately, Sood 

et al. [6] in 2011 highlighted that Shih and Hsiang’s [5] scheme does not provide shield against 

impersonation attack replay attack and smart card stolen attack. To resolve these weaknesses Sood 

et al. [6] presented an enhanced dynamic identity based security scheme for the architecture of multi- 

server. They affirm that their scheme provides security against several security attacks and also 

provides user anonymity. Our paper highlighted that Sood et al.’s [6] protocol is susceptible. to smart 

card stolen attack and leak of verifier attack, in addition there are some fatal mistakes in their scheme. 
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II.  REVIEW OF SOOD ET AL.’S SCHEME 

Sood et al.’s [6] scheme consist of three entities the server, the user and the control server CSs. 

 

A. Registration Phase 

The user Um wants to register himself on CSs, the service providing server So also registered on the 

CSs at the same time, steps that are taken for this are as follows: 

Step RP 1:Um computes Am = h(IDm║bm), Bm= h(bm⊕Pm) and transmit Am , Bm to CSm on a secure 

channel. 

Step RP 2: On receiving Am ,Bm , CSm computes Fm = Am⊕ ym, Gm= Bm⊕ ym⊕h(o) and Cm= Am⊕ 

h(ym) ⊕o , where o is private key of CSs and then store {Cm, ym⊕ o} in to the Um’s database .CSs 

store {Fm, h(.),Gm} in to the smart card and send it to Um. 

Step RP 3:Um after receiving the smart card, calculates Dm = bm⊕ h(IDm║Pm),Em =  h(IDm║Pm) 

⊕Pm),and store the value in smart card. Now smart card have these parameters {Dm,Em,Fm, 

Gm,h(.)}.The So register himself on CSswith identity SIDo and agree on a private key SKo  with CSs 

.CSs store {SIDo, SKo⊕ h(o║SIDo} in its database. 

 

B. Login Phase 

Step LP 1:Umenter his 𝐼𝐷𝑚
∗ ,𝑃𝑚

∗  and SIDo . smart card computes 𝐸𝑚
∗ = h(𝐼𝐷𝑚

∗ ║𝑃𝑚
∗ )⊕𝑃𝑚

∗  and verify 

whether 𝐸𝑚
∗ = Em . If it is holds then Um is a legitimate user. 

Step LP 2:After validation , smart card choose an arbitrary number Nm  and calculatesbm= Dm+ 

h(IDm║Pm),Bm= h(bm⊕Pm) ,Am = h(IDm║bm), ym= Fm⊕Am ,h(o)= Gm⊕Bm⊕h(ym) , Zm = h2(o) ⊕Am 

,CIDm = Am⊕h(ym)⊕h(o)⊕Nm and Mm = h(h(o)║ym║SIDo║Nm).Then login request {SIDo, 

Zm,CIDm,Mm}to So 

C. Authentication Phase  

Step AP 1: On receiving the login request So computes Rm= Nm2⊕SKo . Then send {SIDo, 

Zm,CIDm,Mm Rm}toCSs. 

Step AP 2: The CSs first extract SKo, then compute Nm = Zm⊕h2(o),Nm2 =Rm ⊕ SKo. Then 𝐶𝑚
∗ = 

CIDm⊕Nm⊕h(o)⊕o then finds Cm .s matching value from user’s database corresponding to𝐶𝑚
∗ . If 

match not found, then session will terminate. 

Step AP 3: The CSs extract ym, then calculates 𝑀𝑚
∗  = h(h(o)║ym║SIDo║Nm) and verify𝑀𝑚

∗  =Mm. If it 

is hold then login request accepted otherwise rejected. 

Step AP 4: The CSs generate Nm3, and computes Km = Nm⊕Nm3⊕h(SKo║Nm2),Xm = h(IDm║ym║Nm 

)⊕h(Nm⊕Nm2⊕Nm3),Vm = h[h(Nm⊕Nm2⊕Nm3)║h(IDm║ym║Nm)] ,Tm = Nm2 ⊕ Nm3 

⊕h(ym║IDm║h(o)║Nm).then sends the challenge message (Km,Xm,Vm ,Tm) to So. 

Step AP 5: On receiving the challenge message So computes Nm⊕Nm3 = Km⊕ 

h(SKo║Nm2),h(IDm║ym║Nm) = Xm ⊕ h(Nm⊕Nm2⊕Nm3) and 𝑉𝑚
∗  = h[h(Nm⊕Nm2⊕ 

Nm3)║h(IDm║ym║Nm)] then verify 𝑉𝑚
∗  = Vm . it true then legitimacy of and CSs and So are authenticated 
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else session aborted. Finally Um’s smartcard, CSs and So agree on 

SK=h(h(IDm║ym║ym║Nm)║(Nm⊕Nm2 ⊕ Nm3)). 

 

III. CRYPTANALYSIS 

 

In this section we cryptically analyze sood et al’s [6] scheme as it cannot resist against several its detail 

is stated below: 

A. Leak-of-verifier attack 

An adversary or a malicious Ut extract his smart card’s parameters (Dt, Et ,Ft ,h(.),Gt).Using his IDt, 

Pt and smart card’s credentials, he can compute bt =Dt ⊕ h(IDt║Pt), At =h(IDt║Pt), Bt = h(bt ⊕ Pt), 

yt = Ft ⊕ At, h(o)=Gt ⊕ Bt ⊕ h(yt),he can compute Yt, h(o).If a malicious Uk leaked the values ym ⊕ 

o, Cm=Am ⊕ h(ym) + o),that are stroed in CSs’s database, the Ut can get o from yt ⊕ h(o), ym⊕ o and 

get pair of data (ym , Am ), ym⊕ o and Cm = Am ⊕ h(ym) ⊕ o.with (ym , Am) and h(o),the malicious Ut 

can generate a fake login request of Um. Firstly,Ut generate 𝑁𝑚
′ and calculates 𝐶𝐼𝐷𝑚

′ =Am⊕ h(ym) ⊕ 

h(o)⊕𝑁𝑚
′ , 𝑁𝑚

′ =h(h(o)║ym║SIDo║𝑁𝑚
′ ), 𝑍𝑚

′ =h2(o)⊕𝑁𝑚
′ ,then maliciousUt sends the fake login 

request (SIDu, 𝑍𝑚
′ , 𝐶𝐼𝐷𝑚

′ , 𝑀𝑚
′ ) toSu. On receiving the login request, Su generates Nm and computes Rm 

= Nm2 ⊕ SKu, then Su sends then login request (SIDu, 𝑍𝑚
′ , 𝐶𝐼𝐷𝑚

′ , 𝑀𝑚
′ ,Rm) toCSs. thenCSs extracts SKu  

and calculates  𝑁𝑚
′ =𝑍𝑚

′ ⊕h2(o),Nm2 =Rm⊕SKu, 𝐶𝑖
′ = 𝐶𝐼𝐷𝑚

′ ,⊕ 𝑁𝑚
′ ⊕h(o)⊕o = Am⊕h(ym) =Cm, 

soCSs extracts ymfrom Ym ⊕ o from database .then CSs calculates 𝑀𝑚
∗ =h(h(o)║ym║SIDu║𝑁𝑚

′ ) = 𝑀𝑚
′ , 

so CSs accepect the login request. If parameters stroed in the CSs was cracked, the malicious Ut can 

not only compute o and ym, but can also act as a legal user.  

 

B. Smart card stolen attack 

       A malicious Ut gather credentials (Dt, Et ,Ft ,Gt,h(.)). by using his smart card’s and then get h(o).if 

credentials,(SIDu,Zm,CIDm,Mm) was a request message that a Um was previously launched and Ut  

intercept this message. Then Ut can calculate Nm=Zm⊕h2(o), Am⊕h(ym) =CIDm⊕h(o)⊕Nm. if Um’s 

smart card steal by a malicious Ut, then Ut extracts smart card’s values(Dm,Em,Fm,Gm,h(.)).then 

calcutes bm⊕Pm=Dm⊕Em , h(bm⊕Pm)=Bm, h(ym)=Gm⊕ Bm⊕h(o), Am  =h(ym) ⊕ (Am⊕h(ym)), then 

calculate ym = Fm⊕Am. Furthermore, malicious Ut can also generate a fake login request of Um. 

 

 

IV.   CONCLUSION 

In this article, we have discussed that Sood et al.’s multi- server architecture scheme based on 

dynamic ID cannot resist against smart card stolen attack (a malicious user can compute private 

parameters by using smart card’s credentials), user impersonation attack(an adversary acting as a 

legal user, can get services provided by the server) and leak-of-verifier attack. 
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